Sci-Thurs PM: Delivery-12: Correction and calibration of megavoltage cone-beam CT images for the calculation of the dose of the day.
To show that accurate dose calculations can be achieved with megavoltage cone-beam CT (MVCBCT) images of head-and-neck (H&N) and prostate sites, allowing the verification of the daily dose distribution received by these patients. Corrections for the cupping and missing data artifacts seen on MVCBCT images were developed for both H&N and pelvic imaging. MVCBCT images of six H&N and two prostate patients were acquired weekly during the course of their treatment. Several regions of interest were contoured including: the prostate and rectum and the spinal cord and parotids. Dose calculation was performed with the MVCBCT images using the plan beams. Variations from treatment plan dosimetric endpoints were analyzed. Dose calculations with kVCT and corrected MVCBCT images of the H&N (pelvic) regions show standard deviations of 1.9% (0.6%). The mean dose to the right parotid of H&N patients had an average increase of 18% during treatment. The maximum dose to 1% of the spinal cord went up by 2% on average. For prostate patients on one fraction the dose received by 95% of the prostate diminished by 3%. One patient had an average increase of 3.6% of the maximum dose received by 1% of the rectum. MVCBCT can be used to verify daily dose distributions for H&N and prostate patients. An increase in the mean dose to normal tissues was observed during H&N treatment. Underdosage of the prostate and the dosimetric consequences of volume changes in rectum and bladder were observed. Research supported by Siemens.